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A walking route connects the four projects. 
Each project is situated in the neighbouring 
fields of Errol, thereby opening and interlacing 
wider spaces into the makeup of the village. 
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framing the landscape 
When thinking of a sculpture park you naturally think about the landscape 
within which the galleries are set. Framing a view or a path through the ad-
dition of artwork, and framing a series of walls to create conditioned spaces; 
from an external environment, to intermediary and internal spaces. By con-
sidering the buildings as an object, the aim is to make them proportionally 
complete as an isolated whole, but enhanced by a compositional interplay 
when arranged together.

founded in the material
In painting and drawing, colour is integral to the medium used, and texture 
occurs through mark-making. In the built form, both are integral to any ma-
terial and therefore remain primary to design. 

An existing clearing stood where I chose to place the sculpture galleries, it 
had been a material loading site for the brick factory opposite. My buildings 
take reference from the physcial massing of the factory as well as using its 
structural product, bricks.

painting as a method of thinking through architecture
Painting provides compositional clarity and colour theory. By flattening the 
volumes into their footprint; the walkway, courtyards, staircase, and build-
ings all become shapes on a surface. If there is dynamic cohesion on a flat 
surface, it will translate into the extruded forms. 

Colour is incredibly important for the vibrancy of composition, and the 
shapes should more accurately be described as a framing of different colour 
zones. 

In essence therefore, colour provides the framework upon which a three di-
mensional space grows.



A former goods station acted as a passage for materials to be brought to and from the 
factory. The photograph shows a ‘pit’ opposite the factory where materials were kept, 
this is my chosen site. 

site context
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referencing without replicating

Errol Brick Factory in 1976. The photographs provided a typology that I could take in-
spiration from for the sculpture gallery, to make reference to without replicating what 
was once there.
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silhouettes, massing and pattern
acrylic paint and charcoal on printed paper



Storey’s Field Centre and Eddington Nursery
MUMA LLP 

Storey’s Field Centre and Eddington Nursery 
MUMA LLP

external rooms in the form of courtyards

A study of conditioned external spaces through model-making began my 
interest in walkways and courtyards.

The first iteration demonstrates a few concepts that I continue to manipulate 
over the course of the weeks:
          contained external spaces 
          the walkway as an intermediary connection
          buildings as objects
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the building as an object 
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1:250 plans. The objects are continually shifting around each other, 
trying to cohesively and dynamically fit together. 

I wanted the main sculpture gallery to be sunken, so as to be more 
commanding in height without appearing overbearing on the land-
scape.

Sinking the volume creates a lower-ground courtyard ideal for seating 
and performance. 

The central axis is looking East across the clearing where the sculpture 
park folds out. 
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a continuous arched shape, often 
in the form of a semi-circle. 

The language of the arch, vault, or curved roof 
kept changing as my understanding of brick 
structures increased. 

I began with the barrel vault, thick and singular 
in form, however I did not like that the walkway 
wrapped around as if secondary.

a barrel vault:
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activated from the ground and pushing 
up into a curve

A catalan roof, structurally active as the forces 
transfer down the thick walls

an arch:



To engage more clearly with the language of the painting.

To express the clean geometry of the painted shapes as an 
extruded volume, whilst maintaining an exploration of 
vaulting. 

recalling a simplicity found in the painting

The painting’s rectilinear silhouette led me to reconsider the elevations and conclude that 
the arches should not be visable from the exterior. The structural brick arches become an 
internal interest, and externally the volumes appear as solid cuboids achieved with parapet 
walls.
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sculpture gallery section [detail zoom]
not to scale 
1:50 at 2000 x 841mm



cafe and lecture hall [detail zoom]
not to scale
1:100 section at 1000 x 500mm
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The axis of the arches follow  the surrounding viewpoints, 
to encourage a visual continuation between inside and out.



timber walkway [detail zoom]
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A sculpture park cannot be designed without referencing 
Louisiana in Denmark. I took inspiration from the experi-
ence of walking around the park through a walkway, an in-
termediary space that creates a covered stroll.

The project largely focuses on brick as stereotomic mass but 
timber is used for the walkway as a lighter tectonic wrap-
ping, navigating a route between the volumes. 

The tower is an unconditioned space, open at the base and 
intended to be used for performances. Referencing the 
square based chimneys in the brick factory.


